
Abstract 

 

The dissertation presented is an attempt at a complex processing of history of one of 

the family branches of the Vítkovci, Lords of Krumlov (ante 1213-1340). The introductory 

sections are devoted to a summary of existing literature and research, with an excursion into 

the legendistic tradition of the Vítkovci clan. This is followed by a third chapter dealing with 

the genealogy of the clan, which has been carried out with an emphasis on sources. Thus, the 

difference between preserved sources and historical constructs became evident (this 

difference was distinct primarily in the figure of Záviš of Falkenštejn). The genealogy of the 

clan was studied by Vítek of Prčice across the known and assumed members of the clan of all 

five generations up to the final male member Ješek, the son of Záviš of Falkenštejn. The fourth 

chapter describes the properties and wealth of the Lords of Krumlov on both the Bohemian 

and Austrian sides of the border. One section of the chapter is devoted to the mining of 

precious metals, thanks to which the Vítkovci gained their wealth and a significantly 

independent position. This is followed by a section on residences, which provides interesting 

information thanks to an interdisciplinary approach combining the results of archival, 

historical, construction-historical, and archeological research. The fifth chapter deals with 

the coat of arms of the Lords of Krumlov based on documents from communal heraldry and 

evidence from the mural painting in Načeradec. This is followed by a description of all 

preserved seals of the Lords of Krumlov including an excursion into the sigillography of the 

Falkenštejns. The sixth chapter is a material study on diplomatic material (deeds and forms) 

that are linked to the Lords of Krumlov as both the recipients and issuers. The paper also 

outlines questions concerning an aristocratic archive and office, the existence of which has 

been rejected. The paper’s conclusion provides a list of used sources and literature, a 

catalogue of the preserved seals of the Lords of Krumlov, and other text and visual 

appendices.  

 


